
“A very distinctive voice” 
— WBGO

Gabrielle Cavassa is a New Orleans-based vocalist-composer of Italian descent who has 
garnered attention for her distinctive voice and intimate expression. At 27, the winner of 
the 2021 International Sarah Vaughan Jazz Vocal Competition has received critical acclaim 
for her live performance and 2020 recording debut Gabrielle Cavassa. But while critics 
recognize Cavassa for her skillful technique and vitality, fans treasure her vulnerability. 

“[Cavassa] has a truly original approach to the music, which is quite refreshing and much 
needed.” 
— Gary Walker, WBGO 

Though often frank, Cavassa’s lyrics are rarely matter of fact. They teem with emotional 
layers and tangled choices. Navigating her original music and unique arrangements, 
Cavassa confronts challenging topics with sincerity, as though she’s sharing stark, intimate 
diary entries with the world. “I don't care about perfection,” says the New Orleans-based 
artist who possesses a characteristic slow and silken vibrato. “I am more interested in an 
honest expression.” 

“Cavassa wield[s] her light, supple voice like a paintbrush as she colorfully play[s] with 
time, lyrics, phrasing and melody.” 
— DownBeat 

Beyond lyrical intention, rhythmic curiosity nourishes her sound. She draws inspiration 
from a range of influences from Billie Holiday and Slum Village to Betty Carter and the 
Italian arias she would hear emanating from her grandparents’ turntable. Her dynamic 
expression has allowed her to share the stage with some of the music’s most creative 
voices, including Cyrille Aimée, Nicholas Payton, Quiana Lynell, and Adonis Rose & the 
New Orleans Jazz Orchestra for which she serves as lead singer. In 2018, she founded her 
quartet with Ryan Hanseler, Lex Warshawsky and GRAMMY-nominated artist and 
producer Jamison Ross who appear on her critically-acclaimed debut Gabrielle Cavassa. 

“An extraordinary interpreter of song ... she surely had the audience hanging on to her 
every word” 
—Raul da Gama, Toronto Music Report  

The recording debut, like everything Cavassa produces, shimmers in its humanness. The 
independent release includes features from Braxton Cook and Ashlin Parker. She’s 
currently working alongside bandmate Hanseler on a duo recording set for release in 
January, 2022. For more information on Cavassa’s tour dates, and to remain up to date 
with her release schedule, visit www.gabriellecavassa.com. 


